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Abstract 

A statistical-based classifier is described in which the feature detectors are separated from the cognitive memory. The 
feature detector connections are genetically evolved, but unlike conventional genetic algorithms, in a cooperative 
manner. This avoids the need for retraining the statistical data held in memory accumulators, which are used to evaluate 
genetic fitness. The effectiveness of this type of classifier is demonstrated by way of isolated word speech resognition, with 
recognition accuracies of between 75% (unevolved) and 90% (after 20 generations) being typical, for the case of single 
speaker recognition. 

1. Genetic Algorithms 
Genetic algorithms (GAs) mimic biological reproductive 
processes, in which populations of solutions to problems 
(encoded in genetic string fonn) grow, reproduce, and die 
off over several generations. Natural selection ensures that 
some of the offspring of fit patterns will themselves grow 
even stronger, until ultimately survival-of-the-fittest 
occurs, and the "best" solution to the particular problem of 
interest is evolved. 

Fundamental to the application of GAs is the 
ability to encode the problem of interest in genetic string 
form (usually a fixed length binary number). If this can be 
done, evolution then involves the repeated application of 
the three processes (operators) indicated in Figure 1: 

(a) reproduction, 
(b) crossover, and 
(c) mutation. 

During the reproduction phase, a genetic string is selected 
from the current population, and replicated into the next 
generation. One-point crossover involves swapping the bit 
patterns between two genetic strings (from the crossover 
point to the end of the string); this process can be readily 
extended ton-point crossover. During the mutation phase, 
a selected string has some of its bits toggled in order to 
introduce a degree of randomness into the evolutionary 
process (care needs to be taken however with the degree of 
randomness, to ensure that desirable evolutionary gains are 
not destroyed). Lastly, an evaluation function is used to 
assess the goodness-of-fit of a particular solution [6,8]. 

In order to determine whether a specific problem is 
amenable to solution via GAs, we need to ascertain if the 
following criteria are satisfied: 

(i) can the problem be represented in genetic code fonn? 
(ii) is the crossover of genes likely to exchange 
characteristics between population members, or will 
this result in altered or even completely different 
characteristics being acquired by offspring? 
(iii) can an appropriate and easily calculated fitness 
measure be applied to each member's operation? 
(iv) how large will the population need to be in order to 
evolve an optimal solution, and how many generations 
will this take? 
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Reproduction: 

current generation 

Crossover: 

next generation 

current generation members: 

l"'-"-""'"1 1111111111111111 
next generation members: 

~~1111111 111111111:'0.'\1 
Mutation: 

current generation member: 

~00110001101 

• next generation member: 

Figure 1. The Fundamental Genetic Algorithm Processes 

2. Artificial Neural Networks 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) comprise a number of 
interconnected nodes (neurons), often organized in layers. 
Multilayer feedforward networks or multi-layer perceptrons 
(MLPs), as their name suggests, allow connections only in 
a forward direction (i.e. from the input layer towards the 
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output layer). Three layers are shown in the network of 
Figure 2 - input, hidden and output. Each individual neuron 
fires (produces an output) if the weighted sum of its inputs 
exceeds a certain preset threshold. An activation function 
ensures that the output lies between 0 and 1 (unipolar 
sigmoid function) or ±1 (bipolar hyperbolic tan function). 

(forward) 
connection weights 

I 
INPUT 
(n-bit) _. 

VECTOR .... ........,.~~ .... 
INPUT HIDDEN OUTPUT 
LA YEA LA YEA LA YEA .. 

backpropagating error 
(actual-desired output) 

OUTPUT 
(m-bit) 
VECTOR 

Figure 2. Multilayer Feedforward Neural Network 

Training of such multilayer, feedforward networks 
proceeds by presenting input-output training pairs 
(exemplars) to the network. The difference between the 
actual and desired outputs is used to adjust the 
interconnecting weights, firstly between the hidden layer 
and the output layer, then backwards between the input ard 
hidden layers (and so forth if several hidden layers are used) 
-hence the name "backpropagation" algorithm. 

The entire training set is presented to the network 
(one epoch), then this is repeated until the network 
converges to a local (hopefully global) minimum. Many 
such epochs are usually necessary to train a network, 
however once trained it will respond almost 
instantaneously when new input patterns are presented, 
resulting in the output pattern being recalled which most 
closely matches this particular input. Pattern classification 
and/or recognition is the niche application area in which 
ANNs are known to excel. 

3. Genetically Evolved ANNs 
An alternative approach to training ANNs is to genetically 
evolve their interconnecting weights. At first sight ANNs 
would appear to be well suited to such an approach, since 
they are heavily data dependent and can thus be readily 
represented in genetic (bit) string form. 

Genetic evolution of ANNs can be applied either 
to the network weights, the input connections, or the 
network architecture, or indeed to all three. Furthermore, 
evolving network weights can either be performed alone, or 
in conjunction with other learning schemes, such as 
backpropagation. The former approach necessitates the use 
of large populations in order to ensure sufficient diversity 
for optimal solutions to evolve within a "reasonable" 
number of generations. Obviously this is computationally 
intensive, and is usually only suitable for control 
applications [1]. It is rarely pursued for classifiers; the 
latter approach is more appropriate here. For example, 
some backpropagation training could be performed on the 
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network prior to testing and fitness evaluation. This results 
in much faster evolution compared with GAs alone, since 
the genetic codes are only used to locate the global 
minimum. Unfortunately the required size of the genetic 
code usually makes such an approach much slower than 
non-genetic methods. 

It has been known for some time that genetically 
evolving the input connections of neural networks can 
significantly improve their performance [3, 4, 7, 9]. This 
performance increase is achieved by restricting the inputs 
to the principal components of the input vector. However 
this comes at the cost of increased computational overhead, 
since the network needs to be retrained (to avoid local 
minima) every time genetic fitness is evaluated. 
Furthermore, measures need to be taken to avoid local 
minima causing false fitness ratings from occurring, and 
for this reason evolution of input connections is often 
combined with weight evolution. 

Using GAs to evolve the ANN structure 
necessitates not only similar fitness evaluations as with 
evolving input connections, but also the use of much 
longer structural codes, thus resulting in much slower 
evolution. For these reasons, alternative methods are 
preferred which incrementally alter the ANN structure. This 
minimizes the impact on current learnt memories, thereby 
avoiding the need for retraining when the structure changes 
[2, 5]. 

4. Speech Recognition 
Modem speech recognition regards the identification of 
spoken utterances as a pattern recognition task. Several 
different approaches have been applied to solving this 
problem, including templating, dynamic time warping, 
statistical feature detection, Hidden Markov Models, and 
ANNs. 

Templating is an approach which compares 
features within frames with templates stored in memory 
(frames of equal duration - typically 10-30ms - are used 
with continuous speech recogntion, whereas for isolated 
word speech recognition, these durations vary). Not only 
does each speech frame need to be compared with all stored 
feature templates, but each template needs to be windowed 
across the entire frame to determine whether or not that 
particular feature is in fact present. The disadvantage of 
such an approach is the substantial overhead, in terms of 
both memory capacity and processing time, due to the 
larger number of templates required (especially for multiple 
speakers). 

Dynamic time warping reduces the overall number 
of templates by rendering them deformable, such that each 
is able to fit a range of temporal variants. Whilst this can 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of template 
matching, careful constraints need to be imposed in order 
to prevent over-distortion and the fitting of 
unrepresentative features. 

An alternative approach is to record all the 
different permutations in which each feature occurs, 
together with a tally of the number of times it actually 
occurred within each spoken word of the sample data. This 
enables features to be mapped directly to memory, provided 
both the vocabulary and features are sufficiently small in 
number, or if the speech data is coarsely segmented within 
frames. This leads to a smaller string of values, thus 
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making direct memory referencing possible. However this 
increases the likelihood of different features becoming 
represented by the same string. This can be overcome to 
some degree by accessing statistical data for each detected 
feature in order to locate the word having the highest 
probability of possessing all the detected features in 
sequence (or at least in close proximity to each other). 
Indeed this is the approach followed with Hidden Markov 
Models (HMMs). 

HMMs consist of states accessible via various 
paths which define spoken words or sentences. The 
likelihood of arriving at a given state can either depend 
solely on the immediate prior state (first order HMM), or 
on several prior states (higher order HMMs). The latter, 
not surprisingly, requires more overhead (both time and 
memory). 

Apart from these classical techniques, ANNs also 
have been successfully applied to speech recognition [10, 
11]. 

We concern ourselves in the present study with a 
variant of statistical feature detection - one which uses GAs 
to evolve the internal representations. 

5. Speech Preprocessing 
Irrespective of the specific technique used, some form of 
preprocessing will need to be invoked prior to speech 
recognition proper. Detection of the beginning and end of 
spoken words in isolated word recognition is a relatively 
straightforward exercise using average power thresholds, as 
indicated in Figure 3. In the present study, each time the 
power exceeds the lower threshold k 1 , the time A 1 is 
noted. Should the power then reach the second threshold k2 
within 75ms, then A1 is taken to be the start of the word 
(if the difference between A 1 and A2 exceeds 75ms, then 
A2 is the start). Likewise A3 is regarded as the word end if 
(A4 - A3) is less than 75ms. Conversely A4 is taken to be 
the end if it exceeds 75ms (this is unless A5 exceeds the 
start threshold by 150ms, in which case it is considered to 
be a continuation of the same word). It should be pointed 
out that such a simplistic method is only suitable for high 
resolution, noise free speech data. 

log 
Energy 

k4 1----11--\-------

k2 l---#------t.:,------

k3 ~~#+------~~~---

k1 

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 time 

Figure 3. Detection of Spoken Word Beginning and End 

Once the start and end positions have been 
determined, the word is divided into a predetermined 
number of equal sections. The average period (frequency) 
and amplitude of each word section is then calculated and 
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loaded into two separate (integer) arrays. each element of 
this array is subsequently normalized prior to quantizing 
into a preset number of levels; this is performed in order to 
prevent idiosyncratic or long-term settings· of loudness or 
pitch affecting the interpretation process. 

6. Genetically Evolved Statistical 
Classifier 
It was pointed out in Section 3. that evolution of ANN 
input connections is computationally expensive, since it 
necessitates retraining of the network in order to avoid 
local minima each time a fitness evaluation is calculated. 
In order to reduce this computaitonal load, a statistical 
classifier has been devised which separates out the feature 
detectors from the cognitive memory. Moreover the 
(unweighted) connections between the feature detectors and 
the input patterns are genetically derived (Figure 4). By 
contrast, the cognitive memory within an ANN is 
inseparable from its feature detection mechanism; both 
reside within the network weights. Furthermore, the 
contents of this memory are set according to the input-
output training patterns. 

INPUT 
DATA 

COGNITIVE 
MEMORY 

Feature 
Detectors 

A 
8 
c 
A 
8 
c 
A 
8 
c 
A 
8 
c 
A 
8 
c 
A 
8 
c 

OUTPUT 
CLASSIFICATION 

Figure 4. Genetically-derived Connections between 
Feature Detectors and Input Patterns 

6.1 Feature Detector 

The new architecture avoids the need to retrain 
(reload) statistical data in order to perform genetic fitness 
evaluation of the feature detector connections (by contrast, 
if ANN inputs are reconfigured once the network has been 
trained, then patterns belonging to the same class may no 
longer be correctly recognized). Moreover, whereas 
conventional GAs represent a means by which we are able 
to search for optimal genetic codes, the cooperative 
sol~tion desc~~ed below am~unts to a means of evolving a 
device compnsmg a populatiOn of genetically determined 
cooperating (specialist) members. 
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Now if the genetic code corresponding to new 
feature detector connections is derived from highly 
correlated parent feature detectors, then it is likely that the 
new feature detector could be even more effective than 
either parent. This constitutes cognitive evolution without 
the need for retraining. Also, the mutation operator will 
cause connections to unknown data sources to occur. 
Should these connections happen to find additional sources 
of information, then the corresponding genes will be 
passed on to subsequent generations. 

In this manner, as the entire feature detector 
population evolves, it explores its cognitive sources and 
establishes optimal connections to the source object. This 
enables the population, and hence the cognizer, to 
efficiently evolve its maximum cognitive capability within 
its structural constraints. 

6.2 Memory Element 

The cognitive memory element needs to be some 
kind of associative memory. The real-world information of 
interest (sound, vision etc.) will usually be far too large to 
be mapped directly to memory; it will first need to be 
segmented or quantized in order for each input pattern to 
address many regions within the memory object. Indeed, 
the more the input information can be broken into discrete 
quanta, the better the cognizer should work, since the GA 
provides a powerful mechanism for finding regions of 
memory from which correlative information can be 
extracted. 

We thus require a memory element in which input 
patterns are split up and mapped diversely into various 
locations within it. In each memory location we store not 
only the pattern class, but also a count of the proportion of 
time that each pattern belonging to a particular class 
addresses each specific memory location. This provides the 
feature detectors with statistical information with which to 
assist in pattern classification. In other words, the feature 
detectors collect statistical information from their 
numerous connections and make judgements as to which 
class the input patterns belong. These features will pass 
their genes - and hence their connections - to succeeding 
generations, thereby enabling the cognizer to evolve ever 
increasing capabilities. 

Once sufficient statistical information about the 
word frequency and amplitude has been gathered and stored 
in the associative memory, feature detectors are genetically 
evolved in order to located the appropriate areas of memory 
and make judgements as to what the spoken word inputs 
actually are. 

Let us now turn our attention to the simplified 
example of Figure 5, in which the amplitude and frequency 
are quantized to four levels only, and in which we are 
attempting to discriminate between the four words (robot 
commands): 

'up' 
'down' 
'left' 
'right' 

The appropriate memory object for this example is an 
8*4*4 3D integer array (a total of 8 time units is assumed 
here). 
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I I I 
"right" 
"left" 
••upll 
"down" 

Amplitude 
Characteristics 

aO a1 a2 a3 

41evels of 
amplitude 

Frequency 
Characteristics 

fO f1 f2 f3 

41evels of 
frequency 

Figure 5. Memory Element for Accumulating Amplitude 
and Frequency Characteristics of Spoken Words 

6.3 Accumulation of Statistical Data 

Statistical information about the spoken words is 
accumulated by presenting quantized spoken word data 
together with the word_ID, and incrementing the eight 
resulting referenced integers, which will subsequently be 
used as "event counters". In the example of Figure 6, 
quantized data derived from the spoken word 'up' causes 
eight arrays to be referenced (which correspond to the eight 
frequency and amplitude levels extracted from the quantized 
input). The element labelled 'up' is incremented for each of 
the eight referenced arrays. With repeated presentation of 
isolated spoken words to this system, the memory object 
acquires a significant amount of statistical information 
about the frequency and amplitude levels, as well as the 
word poitions in which they occur. 

Now since words are rarely spoken in exactly the 
same manner, even by the same speaker, it is more than 
likely that each word will occur with a range of possible 
values in each of the eight units which comprise the 
quantized data. It is also likely that some words will have 
beginnings, ends and/or mid-sections in which the 
quantized values occur much more reliably and uniquely, 
thereby increasing the probabliity of reliable word 
classification. On the other hand, other word elements 
could lead to irregular occurrences. Thus word recognition 
based on these positions would prove unreliable. 

6.4 Evolution of Feature Detectors 

It would be feasible however to analyse the 
statistical data accumulated for each word's quantized data in 
order to devise rules for estimating the word in question, 
however this is actually unnecessary since we can 
genetically evolve the feature detectors in this system in 
order to determine reliable sources of statistical 
information. The appropriate genetic code in this case is a 
simple 8-bit string, each bit corresponding to a connection 
between the feature detector and one of the memory 
element arrays referenced by the quantized data, as indicated 
in Figure 7. 
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Figure 6. Accumulation of Statistical Information in 
Memory Element 

In addition to possessing a genetic code arxl 
associated pointers for referencing the memory element, 
each feature detector also incorporates an array of floating 
point numbers for acquiring probabilities from the memory 
element as to the likely occurrence of each input word. The 
probability array is created by presenting quantized data to 
the memory element, converting all the addressed arrays of 
counts to probabilities, then multiplying together the 
resulting probabilities associated with the feature detector 
pointers. The probabilities in each feature detector 
constitute independent genetically derived likelihoods that 
each word in the vocabulary (four in the above example) 
comprises the quantized values delivered to the classifier 
(Figure 8). 

STATISTICAL 
ACCUMULATOR 

FEATURE 
DETECTOR 

Figure 7. Storage of Connection Strengths as Genetic 
Codes (Bit Strings) 
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+total 

Probability 
Array 

FEATURE 
DETECTOR 

Figure 8. Classification of Input Vector by Feature 
Detectors 

6.5 Fitness Evaluation 

5 

We now have three choices with which to decide 
what the input word is - maximum element (in one 
probability array of a single feature detector), maximum 
sum (by adding together all feature detector probability 
arrays), or voting (between all feature detectors). The 
appropriate decision strategy depends to a large extent on 
the manner in which the feature detectors are evolved. Two 
ctireria were considered during the course of the present 
study - cooperating individuals and cooperating specialists. 
The former determines the fitness of a feature detector 
according to the degree of its contribution to correct 
responses; the latter bases its fitness calculation on the 
ability of the feature detector to recognize specific words. 
Such cooperative behaviour between the feature detectors 
prevents dominant genes from becoming over proliferated. 

Now provided each feature detector contains 
genetic codes, they will possess different "views" of the 
input word data. Some will be good at detecting certain 
words only; others may behave more as "all rounders", 
while still others may not be good at recognizing any 
words! Ideally, we would like to genetically evolve the 
feature detectors to the point where their combined activity 
extracts the best performance from the classifier. To 
achieve this, each feature detector in each generation would 
need to be exposed to sample point data, and have its 
fitness evaluated according to one of the above criteria. 

In order to facilitate this fitness evaluation, each 
feature detector is provided with a 2D array in which to 
record its performance. This performance array contains 
four smaller arrays, each comprising four elements, which 
are referenced by the correct classification (moreover, this 
is the location where the responses of the feature detector 
to the input data are accumulated). During evolution, 
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whenever a feature detector determines its responses to the 
input data, it is subsequently provided with the correct 
classification. This is used to reference the corresponding 
row of the performance array, in order to add its contents to 
this row, as indicated in Figure 9. This procedure results in 
the diagonal elements of the performance array containing 
the accumulated sum of probabilities arrived at for correct 
classifications, whereas the off-diagonal terms correspond 
to sums of probabilities detennined for incorrect 
classifications. Following a test run, each row thus 
respresents the degree to which the feature detector 
performed at recognition of the corresponding class in the 
test set. 

correct answer 

"right" "left" "up" "down" 

rfo.o9 0.21 0.42 0.28 

Probabili~ Arrgy 

1.08 3.24 2.24 9.38 

~ 2.05 1.26 5.92 1.23 

3.07 8.23 1.67 0.19 

7.09 2.29 4.22 0.25 

Performance Array 

Feature Detector 

.. down .. 
"up .. 
"left" 
"right .. 

Figure 9. Feature Detector Performance Array 

The overall feature detector fitness is then 
calculated in the following manner: Firstly, the 
performance figure for each class is evaluated by dividing 
the correct contribution by the incorrect contributions for 
each row of the performance array (Figure 10). 

Feature Detector 
Performance Array 

"right" "left" "up" "down" 

lldll 
.. u .. 

11111 

.. r. 

1.08 
2.05 

3.07 
7.09 

3.24 
1.26 

8.23 
2.29 

2.24 9.38 

5.92 1.23 
1.67 0.19 

4.22 0.25 

Class Fitness 

9.38/(1.08+3.24+2.24}=1.43 
5.92/(2.05+ 1.26+ 1.23}=1.30 
8.23/(3.07 + 1.67 +0.19}=1.67 
7 .09/(2.29+4.22+0.25)=1 .05 

OveraiiFitness = 5.45 
Figure 10. Feature Detector Fitness Evaluation Example 

The class fitness figures are subsequently used to 
evolve feature detectors using cooperative specialist 
evolution. In the former case, the class performance figures 
are summed together in ord~r to derive the overall fitness. 
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In the case of the latter, all the class performance figures 
are regarded as the class-relative fitnesses, since the 
evolution of a population of cooperative specialists can 
best be performed when each population member possesses 
a fitness figure for each class. 

6.6 Cooperating Specialists 

Evolution of a new generation of feature detectors 
involves the crossover of genes according to some fitness-
based criterion. Now the usual type of genetic search is 
inappropriate in the present appication, since this would 
result in all the feature detectors ending up with the same 
genetic code, or at least sharing the same genes (due to 
"survival-of-the-fittest"). There would be no resulting 
benefit from such evolution, as the feature detectors would 
all possess the same statistical view of the input data. Two 
strategies can be invoked in order to overcome this 
problem. 

Firstly, an additional "rejection" operator can be 
introduced, which is applied after the usual crossover am 
mutation phases. This is used to reject genetic codes which 
bear too close a resemblance to already exisitng codes (in a 
bitwise sense, above some preset threshold). 

Alternatively, the GA reproduction operator can be 
applied to the feature detectors not once, but four times 
(one for each class). Each such reproduction uses the 
fitness measure appropriate to one class only, and thus 
produces one quarter of the overall population. Thus the 
new population comprises an equal number of feature 
detectors, each specifically bred to recognize one class 
only. There is no need to segregate sub-populations here, 
since the likelihood of cross-breeding is reduced by 
redefining the fitness criterion each time. In this manner, a 
population of cooperating specialists results (a reject 
operator can be used in conjunction with these multiple 
reproductions, in order to increase the sub-population 
diversity). 

6. 7 Features of the New Classifier 

It should be emphasized that the preceding 
description is for a GA-based speech interpreter capable of 
resognizing four words only. The resulting overhead for 
this system is summarized in Table 1. 

Quantity Object Memorv 
1 accumulator 156 bvtes 
50 feature 160 bytes 

detectors 
rnisc.data 150 bytes 
objects 
Total 466 bvtes 

Table I. System Overhead 

These figures would scale up linearly for a 
substantial size vocabulary (real-world) isolated word 
speech recognizer. Nevertheless, they would still be 
insignificant when compared with the overhead inherent in 
templating techniques. Other advantages of the new 
classifier are: 

(i) the potential for fast performance (since all memory 
accesses are performed via direct references); further 
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speed improvements would result from implementation 
on a parallel machine, 
(ii) additional speedup could be obtained by reducing 
the number of feature detectors to only the fittest 
members following evolution (most are only needed to 
maintain the gene pool during evolution), 
(iii) since the genetic codes comprise a small number 
of bits, the evolution of feature detectors with optimal 
connections would be expected to occur quickly (with 
reasonably sized populations), 
(iv) although evolution of feature detectors which yield 
optimal performance can take a substantial amount of 
time, acquiring the cognitive memory (statistical data) 
can be achieved in a single iteration of the sample 
speech data, and 
(v) this approach could be readily extended to the 
evolution of feature detectors for continuous speech 
recognition (providing it is possible to accumulate the 
statistical characteristics of phonemes, and an 
appropriate window can be determined). 

7. Experimental Results (Single 
Speaker Isolated Word 
Recognition) 
In order to evaluate the performance of the classifier 
described in Section 6, a prototype was constructed to 
recognize the isolated spoken digits "zero" through "nine". 

Preprocessing consisted of locating isolated 
spoken words within the speech data buffer and segmenting 
them into 16 equal-time intervals. It should ne noted that 
this resolution (>50ms), while sufficient for digit 
recognition, would be too coarse in practice for substantial 
size vocabularies (since no short term phenomenon could 
be represented). 

The average frequency and amplitude were 
extracted from each time interval, and quantized into l-of-8 
levels. The classifier proper thus receives a 32-element 
vector as its input. The appropriate accumulator thus takes 
the form of the 32*8*10 3D array shown in Figure 11. 

Amplitude Frequency 

ao . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . a 15 to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f15 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I ltl I I 
(32-element vector) 

"zero" "one" ........•........... "eight" "nine" 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

I I 
1 0-word vocabulary 

a levels of 
amplitude & 
frequency 

Figure 11. The Statistical Accumulator used in the 
Prototype Classifier 
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The classifier was trained with lO sets (each 
comprising 260 words), and tested with 6 sets (comprising 
100 different words), both speaker-dependent and multi-
speaker (3 persons: 2 male, 1 female). The number of 
feature detectors was fixed throughout at 100. 

Initially, the training data was loaded into the 
accumulator and all genetic codes (which define the feature 
detector connections) randomly set. Evolution took place 
by repeatedly exposing the classifier to sequences of 
randomly chosen training and test data, accumulating 
further data, evaluating fitness measures and measuring test 
set performance. Training sets were used both to update the 
accumulator and, in the event of errors, determine the 
fitness measure. Five of the six test sets were used to 
evolve the connections and measure fitnesses; the 
remaining test set was used to evaluate the test error rate 
only. Both cooperative individual and cooperative specialist 
evolution was performed on the feature detectors (using 
maximum-of-totals and maximum-element decision 
policies, respectively). 

Figure 12 shows the average learning rate for both 
coop-individual and coop-specialist evolution on speaker-
dependent data. Prior to evolution, the classifier was able 
to recognize 95% of the training data and 75% of the test 
data for coop-specialist evolution (and 93% and 70% 
respectively for coop-individual evolution). These 
relatively high initial recognition rates can be attributed to 
the random correlations between the input data and the 
statistical training data contained in the accumulator. 

20 

15 

10 

5 

• Coop-individual 
o Coop-Specialist 

0 2 4 6 8 10 .12 14 16 18 20 

Number of Generations 

Figure 12. Error Rate versus Number of Evolved 
Generations (Single Speaker) 

For both types of evolution, the training data was 
completely learnt by the sixth generation, after which no 
further accumulator updates occurred. Subsequent evolution 
of the feature detector connections using the training data 
and the five selected test sets improved recognition 
accuracy on the remaining test set to 90% by the 20th 
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generation for coop-specialist evolution (85% for coop-
individual evolution). 

Further evolution failed to improve recognition 
accuracy on the test data, unless additional training data 
was provided to the accumulator, in which case the 
improvement was only slight (1-3%). The classifier would 
therefore be unlikely to reach 100% recognition, 
irrespective of the amount of training data provided, or 
evolution performed. Likewise, increasing the number of 
feature detectors failed to improve the recognition 
performance. 

The multi-speaker results were similar results to 
those of Figure 12, with 85% recognition obtained using 
coop-specialist evolution (compared with 80% for coop-
individual evolution) after 20 generations. Once again, 
further evolution failed to improve on these recognition 
rates. 

8. Conclusion & Suggestions for 
Future Research 
The effectiveness of the classifier prior to evolution of the 
feature detectors is evident in the performance figures 
reported in Section 7, namely 100% of the training data, 
75% of the speaker-dependent test data, and 70% of the 
speaker-independent test data. In other words, the recording 
of statistical information about the input vector elements, 
their levels and their appropriate class within an associative 
memory constitutes a valid approach to isolated word 
speech recognition (granted though, not at the recognition 
levels obtainable with HMMs). 

Secondly, the validity of the previously described 
genetic evolution method is demonstrated in the 
performance figures of Section 7 (Figures 12 & 13). More 
specifically, recognition accuracy can be further enhanced 
by allowing the feature detectors to evolve their own 
optimal view of the relationships between the incoming 
vectors and the previously recorded statistical data. 
Morevoer, such evolution is possible without the need for 
re-acquiring cognitive memories by way of retraining. 

In other words, it is possible to evolve processes 
comprising cooperating members from the same 
population. Statistical classifiers are one means of 
achieving principal component analysis without the time 
complexity overhead usually associated with ANNs. 

Improvements to the basic classifier described 
above are possible, for example by incorporating regional 
mapping or HMMs. The former would necessitate 
searching neighbouring memory regions for high 
occurrences of a particular class, in order to identify vectors 
mapped to locations deficient in statistical data (this is 
avoided to some extent in templating and vector 
quantization techniques, where it is possible to measure the 
closeness of an input vector to each of the 
templates/neighbourhoods which define the various 
classes). Furthermore, the incorporation of HMMs would 
enable input vectors to be recognized as sequences of 
numbers with statistical correspondences to the different 
classes. 

One limitation of the current system is that the 
statistical accumulator (memory element) accumulates 
statistics from all the training data, not just clusters of 
similar patterns (which explains the poor performance 
witnessed with multi-speaker recognition). This could be 
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overcome by replacing the existing memory element by a 
Fuzzy Associative Memory. 

Implementation of such enhancements is left for a 
future study, as is the application of such classifiers to 
areas other than speech recognition, such as robot sensor 
data fusion (the primary focus of this study after all was 
not speech recognition per se, but rather the genetically 
evolved classifier). 
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